The latest addition to the eRAD PACS product line—a leap forward.

Gain the advantages of cloud computing, enhanced data security, updated web technology, and mobile device access. Not an upgrade or tweak, it’s a whole new state-of-the-art solution for flexible image and workflow management.

**Evolution**—get ready for a new PACS experience.

**Enhanced mammo viewing**
New workflow features focus on high volume mammography reading, including breast tomodraphy, breast projection views, and advanced hanging protocols accommodating multiple views, auto-orientation, and view position modifiers.

**Cloud-hosting**
Support for multi-tier service separation provides strong security for user and patient data. Rely on secure, tolerant data centers and dynamic bandwidth and storage resource management, along with load balancing of traffic across multiple servers.

**User controls**
In addition to Evolution’s modernized interface, the user experience is enhanced with configurable toolbars, hotkeys, and menus, plus a customizable user dashboard and user-to-user messaging.

---

**New in eRAD PACS Evolution:**
- Customizable user dashboard
- System performance dashlets
- Enhanced quick search
- Technologist review page
- User-to-user messaging
- Multi-language support
- Configurable toolbars and menus
- Customizable study states
- Desktop touch-screen support
- iOS, Windows and Android apps
- High-volume mammography tools

**New in eRAD PACS Evolution Web Viewer:**
- Platform independence
- Comparison views
- Multiple monitor support
- Enhanced hanging protocols
- Additional annotation tools
- Additional measuring tools
- User-specific settings

---

**On the way to the ER or exam room?**
With Evolution’s zero-footprint, high-speed Web Viewer, clinicians can securely access and manipulate imaging results—anywhere, anytime, from any mobile device.